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This proposal for pilot status in the AIF4 project includes 
four sections, "he first discusses our idea for applying AI to 
health services research and a lonq-term  significant commitment 
to this area. The secon3 section discusses some specific issues 
in information processing psychology. Rand's commi tmsnt to and 
experience with research community relations is discussed in the 
third section, The f inn1 section briefly discusses other 
research in whose context the medically oriented research exists, 
A partial bibliography of relevant work is attached as an 
appendix. 

I, AI IN HEALTH SERVICES 

Initially, we are interested in investigating the possibility 
of applyinq AI techniques to the problem  of health services 
delivery and related research. Specifically, as an adjunct to 
Rand's g-year Y?:W experiment on National Health Insurance 
alternatives, we would like to develop a heuristic system to 
adjudicate claims for reimbursement- There are two qualitative 
policy problems, coverage and quality of C3LYc3. The coveraqo 
problem  is to decide, given a computable representation of the 
administrative policies underlying a health insurance plan, 
whether a particular treatment is covorel by insurance, For 
example, would jacuzzi treatments be covered under llphysical 
therapy!' or UOUld prophylactics be covered under '#fam ily 
planning," The quality of care problem  concerns assessinq the 
validity of particular treatments in the context of supposed 
illnesses. For example, administration of penicillin for colds is 
disallowed while ourchase of aspirin is reasonable. 

In overview, Rand's proposed approach to this problem  
combines a numbar of ?,I methods developed in other projects. We 
propose combining the rule-directed heuristic reasoning structure 
from  PIYCTN with a variety of natural language processing 
techniques. Knowledqe necessary to solve %he problem  is of three 
types. First, there is an explicit body of expert rules that are 
written in official administrative policy handbooks, Second, 
there is an ex9lici% body of knowledge about lang Ilaqe and 
medicine, that relates that simple natural language expressions 
used in claims to its semantic meaning and th+ somatic conditions 
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of the patient. Third, there is a body of implicit, hauristic 
knouledqe that relateZ3 special cases to qeneral ones and 
exceptions to qen=ral rules. For example, *'if x U3S purchased 
without a prescription but the doctor usually provides a 
prescription for x when it is medically indicated, then with 
confidants (-6) x was not indicated by the physician and should 
not be reimbursed." Our goal is to choose an initially manageable 
subset of knowledqe and suitably constrain the task complexity to 
ascertain whether heuristic methods for claims decisionmaking is 
feasible, If the initial experiments are positive, UP will 
attempt to undertake a major program to realize such a system in 
time to accompany the health insurance studv final rePoft (1983), 

To represent knowledge, we adopt the following conventions, 
Policy rules are nresente4 in a restricted form of English syntax 
and these are converted into production rules. To expand the 
power of production system reasoning capabilities, we represent 
both rlil9s and category descriptions in specialization- 
qeneralization hierarchies, Rules are attached to the hierarchy 
nodes of maximum generality, Each claim is analyzed as possessing 
a number of characteristics, and these are associated with 
specific nodes in the category hierarchy. The most plausible, 
hiqhsst-rated rules that are applicable to the specific nodes or 
their more general cateqories are applied in priority ordering to 
the case characteristics, Decisions are reached by finding the 
most plausible decision chains that cover the characteristics 
presented, As cases ace adjudicated, explanations of the 
decisions are produced in a restricted Enqlish format. 

Originally we will encode claims in a restricted English 
format t0 minimize the difficulty of par sing them and 
cateqorizing their characteristics, Only when we are confident of 
the basic strategy will we relax our language processing 
restrictions, White the ungrammaticality and errorfulness Of 
natilral claims lanquage is problematic, we have already d?velooed 
several methods f3r handling a large number of the most typical 
kinds of problem, (That work was developed in the context of the 
Hearsay-II speech understandiny system,) 

The benefits which would be realizable by a successful 
research endeavor are sugqested below: 

The legislation or rules underlying the benefits l-overage 
would be completely operationalizsd and visible, 

Administrative policies would be opera tionalized and 
visible. 

Fpplication of legislation and policv uoul~ be 
consistent. 

The size and power of the administrative bureaucracy 
would be constrained. 
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Costs would be re3uced. 

"he system could he accessed for adqitional func+,ions, 
such as deciding if some medical operation under 
consideration would or would l-lot qualify for 
reimbursement. 

Basic statistics on type and cost of treatments would be 
readily compilahle, 

Decentralized computer systems would permit decentralized 
management, while ths common decision programs they 
execute would insure centralized policy formulation, 

Our plans for participation with SWEIEX-AIY on this project 
are as follows, First, we may wish to conduct preliminary 
computinq experiments using INT3RLISP and, perhaps, Er?YCTV. Some 
time in early PY78, however, we plan on preparinq a uroposal for 
NTH or HEW to support a major research effort along the propose~l 
lines, At that time, we mav reguest sufficient sunport to 
purchase a more accessible seqment of computing cycles to permit 
rapid developmont durinq ordinary business hours. Houever, we 
expect. our proposal to be strengthened by the back-up 
availability of SUF?P;X-AIM computinq resources. 

yore siqnificantlv, however, we are now considering the 
possibi1it.y that Rand could become another node on the SUBEX 
network or otherwise promotcl its interest in 3eveloping a 
significant level of effort aimed at the application of 41 to 
health services. Reimbursement claims is simply the tip of a 
large and important iceberg of difficult issues in the delivery 
of quality medical care. Since Rand's mission is to improve the 
functioning of government and since the delivery of health 
services is an evsr-increasinq and significant component of the 
federal budget, it UOUld seem highly desirable to catalyze a 
major effort to apply AI techniques to its difficult issues. 
These include determination of quality treatment, utilization 
review, reimbursement, medical training, natient education, 
privacy and security, research and evaluation. Th2se areas are 
larqely neglected by currsnt A? researchers, but the potential 
for a significant symbiotic relationship between advanced 
computer science and health service analysts is clear. We are 
interested in assessing the magnitude of the potential impact and 
movinq boldly in this direction if the indications are positive. 
Workinq with the present ATM c0mmunit.y should provide a valuable 
source of insight into the workings of a natiDnaf resource used 
cooperatively for common programmatic goals. 

II. TNFORYATTON PROCESSIrJG PSYCHOLOGY 

Rand is currently concerned with a limited number of issues 
in cognitive psvchology that may be related to mental retardation 
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and speech patholnqy, I will discuss some of these research 
topics and recent history in brief. 

One area of interest concerns the level of abstractness 
of memory representations of meaning. While msny conventional 
theorists have postulated (almost taken for granted) the need for 
a semantically abstract representation of knowledge, our research 
to date with both sentences and entire texts suqqes t that 
meaning-based operations are mediated by superficial codes of 
remembered information, griginally, Hayes-Roth F Hayes-Roth 
tested the noti‘>n that identical conceptual elements would 
interfere in memory much the way that identical words interfere 
with learninq and recall of different sentences in which they 
appear. If memory for mpaninq were conceptually abstract, such 
interference would be expected identically in both cases. 
However, no interference was observed between 
related 

conceptually 
materials. Tinco then, Hayes-Roth G Thorndyke have 

further investiqated the prominence of lexical information in 
memory representations of meaning. They have foun;t that 
manipulations as trivial as replacinq common words in different 
sentences both eliminates interference and, at the same time, 
makes virtuallv iflpossihlo the inteqration of diverse sources of 
information for svllogistic reasoning, 

Recause of the difficulty of accounting f9r semantically 
based behavior without the introduction of assumed, intermediate, 
abstract conceptual entities, i,t is important to develop an 
alternative theory of conceptual information processinq, 
Pollowinq Quillian's seminal work, Hayes-Roth E 4cDonald have 
recen+ly developed a semantic language processor that employs 
only lexical tokens and relations, The knowledqe necessary for 
lanquaqe understanding is taken directly from a dictionary, and 
these definitions are converted to a semantic net by a simple 
production system. Interpretation of ohrases and clauses is 
performed by spreadinq excitation semantic net intersection 
searches that emanate in parallel from the no3es correspondinq to 
words in the phrase, Syntactic constraints are realized 
limitations 

through 
placed on this intersection search that are 

consistent with the sequential ordering of phrase constituents. 

Obviating intermediate theoretical constructs s!Ich as 
semantic primitives is an important objective, if it can be 
realized. Understanding how the lexically based semantic network 
can parsinoninusly explain a variety of behavioral data is the 
essential step in the evolution of a scianti.Eic theory of the 
role of language in thinking and an un1erstanding of why 
perceptual characteristics of stimuli can dominate and Drecludo 
their appropr iatn conceptual processing, Jim Miller's proposal 
should be interprated within this larqer, theoretical framework. 

III, Rand's Commitment to Scientific Cooperation 

Pand has an enviable history and reputation for cooperation 
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with the scientific community, Re ses our interests being 
centered primarilv in two areas, the qovernment and academe. Our 
corporate mission is to bridge the gap between these two 
institutions, Our major motivat.ion for joining the AT!! community 
is to magnify our current and future impact in the areas of AI, 
coqnitive psychology, and health services. We emphasize quality 
research and effective, scholarly communicationS As prominent 
members of the ARPANET community, we have developed 3 number of 
systems that ar -? widely employed (such as editors, production 
system packages, qraphics, and messaqe systems). Two of our staff 
members recently sponsored 3n Af workshop on Pattern-Directed 
Inference Systems, edited the proceedings published in SIG4RT 
Newsletter, and edited a forthcominq book published by Icademic 
Press, The export?+ion and importation of software is a regular 
part of our business, and we look to joining the 418 community as 
an opportunity to expand our horizons and influence, 

IV. Other Research in Information Processinq Systems and Health 

Briefly, Rand has recently completed development of the 
CLTNFO system for clinical research and has now transferred it to 
NIH, NIH is currently soliciting proposals for a private 
enterprise to supply and support 30 mini-computer based 
installations of CLTNFO. In addition to our Health fnsurance 
Study, a number of other investiqations are underway in health 
services, including the economics of health, the leqal 
implications of computer systems, privacy of medical records, and 
biosystems modeling, Cthnr current AI and cognitive sciences 
projects cover exemplary programming {creating heuristic agents 
by examples of their behavior), partial matching as a basis for 
concept discoverv and rule induction, reasoning about maps and 
spatial information, an4 a hierarchical model of planning (based 
on the Hearsay-7T model) that attempts to incorporate mlrltiple, 
diverse knowledqe sources cooperatinq to formulate a plan by 
inteqratinq concepts from the highest levels (qoals, policies) to 
the lowest levels (procedures, operations, and hypothetical 
assertions). 

The Appendix provides a representative set of recent 
publications of o!lr staff members and active consultants, some of 
whom are listed below: 

Rob Anderson -- intelliqent personal commuters, qraphics 
Dave Drew -- rule-based systems for qovernmental administration 
Bill Paught -- modeling human emotions and behavior, language 
Stock Gaines -- secure operating systems 
Gabe Gron.er -- computer aids for clinical research 
Barbara Hayes-Roth -- knowledge organization, learning and planninq 
Rick gayyes-R3th -- knowledge acquisition, knowledge system desiqn - 
Dave Holzman -- information systems for management 
Stan Qosenschein -- AT, efficiency, and oroqramminq languages 
Perry Thorndvke -- knowledqe representation, comprehension 
Don Waterman -- heuristic modeling, machine learninq 
Al W illiams -- Proqram Director for Yealth Sciences- 



A partial list of COnsUltantS: 

Ed Peiqenbawn -- artificial intelligmce 
Douq Lenat -- heuristic reasoning, learning and discovery 
Raj Reddy -- artificial intelligence 
Pill Schwartz -- artificial intelligsnce in mdicine 
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